
Afterburner is a diverse team of elite military professionals composed of current
and former Fighter Pilots. Their keynote speakers take the mindset and ways of
working they learned in the cockpit of their high-performance fighter jets and
transfer those lessons into your organization.
Thousands of companies including Microsoft, Google, Home Depot, and Nike have
all learned the secrets to accelerating the development of their strategy and
execution – and you can too! From executive leaders to the frontline team,
Afterburner’s programs are crafted to inspire your leaders and their teams to
consistently surpass expectations!
Afterburner’s dynamic, high-energy keynote speakers will inspire your audience to
take action and set the foundation for you to build highly engaged, outcome-
focused teams. They’ll bring out your inner fighter pilot and show you what it’s
like at the edge of the human performance envelope, physically and mentally.
 
Afterburner Keynote options include:
Inspirational 1 pilot Keynote 
A high energy, interactive presentation to include inspiration, storytelling,
audience participation and concrete takeaway. We will customize the content to
hone in on concrete tools that drive lasting impact for your audience.
Signature 2 pilot Keynote 
The additional pilot provides an incredible stage dynamic and really drives home
the concept of teamwork and collaboration. The pilots both speak from the stage
and during our interactive pieces, the second pilot uses the roving mic.
Importantly, this is also experiential so both pilots remain behind for photo ops
and attend any social functions. Two pilots means there's more to go around!
CEO Keynote: Christian "Boo" Boucousis 
You ...

Testimonials

Afterburner Seminars

"Last week at our annual kick-off sales meeting, Jim Murphy was one of our
keynote speakers. He was fantastic...I questioned the relevance of a fighter pilot
to business. Believe me, he brings it all together in terms we could relate to and
with a program that keeps you on the edge of your seat with periodic goose
bumps on your arms. He spoke for 1-1/2 hours; I wish it would have been 3."

- Honeywell.

"Afterburner really delivered for us. Excellent energy! They arrived at our
conference prepared with industry specific language and scenarios directly
applicable to our audience. Not only do they motivate, they present new
concepts and reinforce core principles of management in a high impact way."

- Grocery Manufacturers Association.
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